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Controlled injection methods seek to reduce shot-to-shot variations
and energy spread of electron bunches injected into laser-driven
wakefield accelerators (LWFAs). Optical ionization injection utilises
additional laser pulses to release electrons within the wakefield.

Simultaneous space-time focusing (SSTF) occurs when a transversely-
chirped ultrashort laser pulse is focused using a conventional lens.
SSTF ensures that the shortest pulse duration emerges only at the
focal point, where all frequencies overlap spatially. Here we investigate
the use of simultaneous space-time focusing (SSTF) to localize
ionization injection.

Ionization Injection

Found good agreement between two different methods used to
propagate radially-chirped beams. Potentially observed dispersion of
structured beams in free-space [6]

Work planned to analyse focal volumes on finer grids and to model
ionisation injection by implementing these beams in PIC codes

Conclusions and Future Work
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Method 2: Collins’ Diffraction Integral

Reconstruction of Arbitrary Beams

Method 1: Analytic Propagation

Results

Arbitrary beam as a sum 
of Laguerre-Gaussian 

modes

Laguerre-Gaussian

Reconstructed field:

Overlap integral defines mode contributions:

Laguerre-Gaussian beam at any longitudinal position [1]

where q is the complex radius of curvature:
and k is the wavenumber, in free-space:

Target field: Gaussian annulus 
with controllable radial chirp

Propagate the 
superposition of all modes 

downstream directly 

Propagate each mode 
downstream [2], sum over 

weighted modes
Additional mode-dependent Guoy phase shift at lens:

Lens

LensFree-space

Normalised on-axis field for both methods:

Also based on the ray-
matrix [3], diffraction 

integral calculated 
numerically via FFT [4]

Parameters:

Radial 

Temporal 
chirps

< 0.5% least squares error

Collins’ results: pulse shaping with radial and temporal chirps of input

Ionization of Hydrogen [5]:

Lineout at central frequency

dispersion of LG modes


